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In the forty years since the Society for Asian and thinkers aempted to make sense of personal continuComparative
ity without resorting to reiﬁed notions of substance that
would violate the most basic teachings of the tradition.
Philosophy (SACP) was ﬁrst established, there have Jiang reminds us that “how” _ālayavijñāna_ responds to
been major shis in our understanding of what “com- these issues is the “why” of its very postulation; hence,
parative philosophy” is and of how it is to be conducted. the “what” of its nature is adequately ascertained only in
In this, the twenty-ﬁrst volume in the society’s series, the context established by the “how” and the “why” quesTao Jiang addresses the central issues of comparative tions. e most valuable constructive work that Jiang
methodology directly. As the main title of his book sug- does within the rubric of this comparative exercise is
gests, Jiang’s comparative methodology focuses on “Con- done in his ﬁrst two chapters. ere, he presents a contexts and Dialogue.” As his subtitle suggests, this is also a cise and illuminative account of the “how,” “why,” and
work on the topic of the “subliminal mind” as presented “what” regarding the origin of the concept of _ālayaviin Yogācāra Buddhism and in modern western psychol- jñāna_ in the Indian tradition and its subsequent developogy. Jiang’s unusual decision to name his book aer his ment by the seventh-century Chinese Buddhist thinker,
methodology rather than aer his topic underscores the Xuan Zang.
importance of that methodology to his work. e deFor those who are unfamiliar with Yogācāra philosocision reinforces one of the book’s central points: that
phy
generally or with Xuan Zang speciﬁcally, chapters
“even though the accidental nature of drawing particular
1
and
2 will be very edifying reading. Jiang presents
parallels between [disparate philosophical traditions] is
the
remarkably
subtle, systematic reasoning of the Yohard to avoid … there needs to be a more methodic reﬂecgācāra
school
with
utmost clarity and de, illuminating
tion on the very comparative context within which these
also
how
Xuan
Zang
develops theories inherited from
parallels are made” (p. 6). In other words, methodologithe
Indian
tradition.
Remaining
true to his own modcal considerations must precede comparative consideraesty,
having
“neither
the
ambition
nor
the ability to make
tions regardless of what the objects under consideration
this
research
exhaustive
or
deﬁnitive”
(p. 17), Jiang dismight be. On this occasion, Jiang argues that scholars do
plays
good
judgment
in
his
decisions
about which diswell to be more circumspect when drawing parallels becussions
to
take
up,
which
to
relegate
to footnotes, and
tween notions drawn from modern western psychology
which
to
defer
altogether.
Such
good
judgment
keeps his
and Buddhism. As Jiang explains, until aparticular set
prose
moving
at
a
steady
pace,
even
when
the
complexity
of “what,” “why,” and “how” questions concerning these
notions are clariﬁed and understood (pp. 107, 145), any of the material begins to test the reader’s stamina, as it
comparison is liable to be made on the basis of similari- surely will at times. As anyone who has tried will know,
ties that are superﬁcial at best. Jiang defends this thesis there is no very clear-cut way to present ideas such as
the “four conditioning relationships” among the “eight
most convincingly.
consciousnesses” in Xuan Zang’s _Cheng Weishi Lun_
Yogācāra Buddhists ﬁrst posited the notion of (pp. 71-77). Given the inherent subtlety of the material,
_ālayavijñāna_ (the subliminal “storehouse conscious- Jiang succeeds in presenting his subject clearly and efness”) in response to a set of speciﬁc issues within the fectively. Still, one does wish that he would occasionally
conceptual framework of Abhidharma scholastic studies. utilize some sort of heuristic device, such as a chart or
Of chief interest to them was the “problematic of conti- a diagram, to help his less proﬁcient readers secure the
nuity” of the self (p. 33) in response to which Buddhist fuller picture. at said, Jiang’s presentation in these two
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early chapters is systematic, lucid, and admirably clear; erative presuppositions, and objectives” (p. 126).
together they are the showcase of the book.
e forgone conclusion seems to be that whenever
one draws a conceptual link between the notion of the
Having outlined the speciﬁc “how,” “why,” and “subliminal mind” in Yogācāra Buddhism and modern
“what” regarding the emergence of the subliminal mind western psychology, one is essentially comparing apples
in Yogācāra Buddhism, Jiang completely shis gears in to alligators and must assume all the intellectual risks of
chapter 3 to consider the “how,” “why,” and “what” re- doing so. Having now so successfully contrasted the congarding the emergence of the subliminal mind in the the- texts in which such disparate notions of the subliminal
ories of Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung. e felt abrupt- mind operate, one wonders if Jiang can proceed to live up
ness of this topical shi actually serves rather felicitously to the compound promise of his book (“Contexts _and_
in demonstrating Jiang’s central methodological point. Dialogue”) and still avoid being victim to his own sucBefore the reader has even digested the myriad intrica- cess. e eﬀect, at least through chapter 4, is to present
cies of Abhidharma metaphysics, Buddhist soteriology, a set of radically dissimilar contexts. Jiang’s success in
and Yogācāra philosophy in India and China, the dis- arguing for the disparity of operational “paradigms” (p.
cussion shis to dream interpretation, archetypes, and 126) established by Yogācāra, Freud, and Jung leaves one
wish-fulﬁllment. One feels as though one has been thrust wondering just why there would even emerge any “diaheadlong into another galaxy. Augmenting the jar- logue” between them, and more importantly, what divring thematic dissonance, readers will notice that Jiang’s idends could possibly be distributed between these isotreatment of both Freud and Jung (in a mere nineteen lated frameworks. ere is, however, much to be gained
pages) is nowhere near as path-breaking, extensive, and by the responsible comparison and creative integration
systematic as his treatment of Yogācāra Buddhism (in of these paradigms. In the remainder of the book, these
sixty-ﬁve pages). He cautions, at the outset of chapter issues take center stage.
3, that Freud’s theory of the unconscious is “diﬃcult to
In chapter 5, “Accessibility of the Subliminal Mind:
present in a single picture” (p. 87), and subsequently re- Transcendence versus Immanence,” the topic turns to the
ports that key Jungian notions are “diﬃcult to deﬁne” be- ontological status of the relative “barriers” between difcause they are “full of ambiguities and contradictions,” ferent levels of consciousness in these traditions. Jiang
and without “coherent deﬁnition(s)” (p. 104, 111). Along develops the category of “asymmetrical transcendence”
with the unmistakable change of pace, one discerns here to describe the ontological relationship between both the
some change in command of the subject maer as well. id and the ego in Freud, and the personal and ego conRegardless, Jiang’s presentation of the foundational no- sciousnesses in Jung (pp. 133-134). What Jiang uncovers
tions of modern western psychology is eﬀective: it is well is a deep, ontological presupposition that locates Freud
informed, well annotated, and wholly suﬃcient for his and Jung within the larger paradigm of western thinkmethodological purposes. It is becoming clear by this ing on transcendence itself, a paradigm that Jiang identijuncture that Jiang is proving his points.
ﬁes briskly but not unconvincingly with the inﬂuence of
In chapter 4, the two paradigms of Yogācāra Bud- Plato and Kant (p. 136). e “barriers” to diﬀerent levdhism and modern psychology are ﬁnally juxtaposed. els of consciousness in Yogācāra Buddhism, on the other
ey are compared according to three general themes: hand, are shown to be “dispositional, not structural” (p.
individuality, collectivity, and personhood, and analyzed 142). According to Buddhism, one’s mind becomes deaccording to how each of these three themes is “schema- ﬁled not by virtue of a dualistic structure within contized” within each paradigm. Not surprisingly, there are sciousness itself, but rather, the problem lies with the
vast diﬀerences between these paradigms and schemas. disposition of the mind to engage in dualistic thinking.
Xuan Zang’s notion of individuality, like Freud’s and Mental activities that posit erroneous ontological distincJung’s, is closely related to subliminal activities, but ac- tions give rise to aachment in the Buddhist view. Yocording to Jiang, “this is the extent of their similarity” (p. gācāra Buddhism, therefore, points to an “immanence109). e themes of “collectivity” and “personhood” in based conception of mind,” one that regards “mental life
these traditions entail notions that are equally suggestive as an integrated domain with varying degrees of awareof superﬁcial similarities, but schematizations of such no- ness of various aspects of its activities” (p. 140). Havtions in context reveal vast philosophical diﬀerences be- ing successfully curbed his reader’s tolerance for hasty
tween them. As Jiang conclusively argues, “Xuan Zang’s and superﬁcial comparisons, it is satisfying that the ﬁ_ālayavijñāna_ is neither Freud’s unconscious nor Jung’s nal comparative “dialogue” that Jiang initiates (however
unconscious with respect to their thematic contents, op- brief that dialogue is, relative to its preparation) cuts so
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ontologically deep. e diﬀerence in ontological “accessibility” exhibited in these two models of mind is a diﬀerence much more fundamental than any superﬁcial similarity that one might detect at ﬁrst glance. Chapter 5
is thus a ﬁt concluding movement to this generally ﬁne
book.

Buddhism; second, it illuminates one very general and
important diﬀerence between the models of mind in Buddhism and western psychology; and ﬁnally, it provides
the right methodological cue for scholars engaged in
comparative philosophical work. One leaves this book
convinced that synthetic dialogue between Buddhism
and modern psychology is possible, but that it will falIn sum, Jiang’s book succeeds on three levels: ﬁrst, ter without adequate analysis of the paradigmatic diﬀerit oﬀers an exceptionally clear introduction to Yogācāra ences that shape their respective projects.
If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the list discussion logs at:
hp://h-net.msu.edu/cgi-bin/logbrowse.pl.
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